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Abstract: The prevalence of inevitable natural and social disasters is increasing at an alarming
rate. With the proliferation of media and Internet technologies, there is a growing awareness of the
importance of disaster training. The paper aims to combine the techniques of immersive Virtual
Reality (VR) and team-based role-playing to demonstrate a comprehensive disaster training schema
to help participants practice safety skills and learn proper decision-making skills in the face of
disasters. A VR dome and cylinder combined multidisplay system iwDome was used to immerse
participants and provide a view of the overall training; the role of each team was presented through
the appropriate Head Mounted Display (HMD) and connected desktop. Rather than just being passive
spectators or game players, the participants received puzzles in the virtual scenario that required
intra-team and inter-team collaboration to be solved. The scenarios applicable to the system were
not restricted to a specific type of disaster, but could be customized, revealing significant application
prospects. To test the motivation for improvement, a quality assessment and user experience survey
were conducted. The results indicate that participants were more engaged through cooperation in the
virtual training environment and could achieve greater learning gains. The correlation of age to user
studies was also confirmed. The enhanced enthusiasm of participants for what is relatively standard
disaster management demonstrates the promise of using team role-playing-based VR training for
vital, but otherwise tedious disaster safety training.

Keywords: VR training; immersive VR; role-playing; multidisplay system; disaster safety education

1. Introduction

Increasing damage and threats posed by both natural (e.g., the East Japan earthquake
and Australian bush fires) and social disasters (e.g., the Sinking of Motor Vessel Sewol
and COVID-19) have accelerated the requirement to develop experience-based content for
disaster safety education [1]. Due to its superiority in delivering unique realistic quality and
being able to overcome temporal and environmental barriers of traditional classroom and
on-site simulation-based training methods [2], VR in education and training is becoming
increasingly widespread [3]. Advances in wearable HMDs, haptic devices, and high-
resolution projection technologies have further accelerated the popularity of immersive
disaster training [4].

VR-based disaster safety training typically requires participants to make their own
escape in a set disaster scenario to develop appropriate response skills and obtain relevant
scores. For example, Feng Z. et al. (2018) [5] developed a conceptual framework for the
design of immersive serious VR games to deliver knowledge on building evacuation during
emergencies, such as fires and earthquakes. Ooi S. et al. (2019) [6] proposed a fire-focused
VR disaster prevention training system. In the study of Bhookan N. S. et al. (2020) [7],
several precautions and response activities that take place before, during, and after an
earthquake disaster were introduced as part of VR-based disaster survival training. Studies
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have shown that VR systems can significantly help reduce risks, increase acceptance, and
improve efficiency over traditional training methods [8].

In prior related studies, participants were all asked to wear an HMD, navigate and in-
teract with wands, and to respond to specific situations in a virtual environment completely
out of reality, which is also the first thing that comes to mind when VR is mentioned. How-
ever, the common dizziness caused by an HMD is more pronounced in cases of disasters [9].
With some high-end headsets on the market, such as the Oculus Quest 2, vertigo may be
reduced to a lower level, but the price remains very expensive. To implement a highly
immersive, real-time virtual disaster training program for multiplayer teams (components
of the metaverse), wireless or all-in-one headsets appear to be superior to wired ones, but
they have to rely on sophisticated cloud or edge computing algorithms, along with high
bandwidths such as cloudXR and 5G [10].

Moreover, neither disaster preparedness nor resilience is in the hands of one individual,
and communication and collaboration are critical to disaster response. Interaction among
participants also contributes to deeper engagement in VR-based disaster training. Realizing
the diversity of social groups, some studies have also attempted to explore pedagogical
approaches for different audiences [11,12]. Nevertheless, education for teams remains
scarce, and disaster training in teamwork in VR environments should be more popular.

The current study aims to provide a hybrid schema for team disaster training in an
immersive environment that combines VR projection and HMD to increase learner motiva-
tion, while enhancing the learning of proper escape skills and decision making in the face
of disasters. The way to achieve the research objective is to utilize VR projection, HMD, and
role-playing techniques to make team-based disaster training usable and interesting, while
understanding the responsibilities of personnel and the coordination between different
sectors of disaster management.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the background of related technologies is
reviewed. Then, the design of a new VR projection-based multidisplay system and team-
based role-playing mechanism is introduced. Technical issues encountered, the results of
the designed quality assessment, and a user experience survey are subsequently provided.
Finally, the conclusion and prospects for future work are presented.

2. Background

VR-based disaster safety training has attracted a growing body of research. The most
common feature of VR environments is to expose participants to disaster scenarios which
are as realistic as possible, such as earthquakes, fires, floods, epidemics, etc. Once built,
they can serve as flexible workstations for training, namely performing assigned tasks from
the first perspective, disseminating safety knowledge, as well as being applied to the realm
of action [6].

2.1. VR in Disaster Training

There is a great deal of research on disaster response and relief, either independently
or in combination with other forms of training. Aleksandra et al. (2018) [13] reviewed a
series of serious games and simulations on the challenges of disaster risk management
and found that serious games and simulations encompassing VR, the virtual world, and
role-playing may help raise risk awareness. However, they also demonstrated that neither
of them could be considered as a separate risk management approach because of the main
limitations of game-play property. Vinh T. Nguyen et al. [14] presented a VR application
to help trainees practice rescue paths in a customized scenario. However, the approach to
the transformation of different scenes and the positioning of the first perspective made the
participants feel uncomfortable. Additionally, user feedback suggested that the interaction
points should be more prominent. Through behavioral modeling, the researchers designed
a fire safety training system in a VR environment [15]. However, the limited mobility of
the tool reduced its flexibility, and the scenario was designed to be restricted to student
groups, shifting learning to pleasure over expertise. Caballero and Niguidula [16] proposed
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a qualitative method to conduct training simulations for various disasters, but the over-
gamified design was not suitable for professional training in disaster safety.

The studies cited have shown that in designing a virtual training programme, it
is necessary to consider its interactivity, expansion ability, and applicability to various
disasters. Furthermore, Parsons and Cobb (2011) [17] also demonstrated that the skills
to be acquired can be further transferred to real-life conditions when the presence in the
VR environment is higher. Most approaches to design a VR-based training system tend
to design a standalone game [1,5,8,14,17]. In contrast, our approach combines virtual
experience and role-playing approaches to let the team decide whether to seek refuge first
in their own way.

2.2. Immersive VR Projection System

VR is not just headsets; VR projection systems represent another solution. VR pro-
jection is also known as an immersive multidisplay system or large full-surround screens.
It is realized by projecting multiple projectors from given positions onto the walls of a
fixed shape and then smoothly connecting the projected images together [18]. As disaster
safety preparedness and response cannot usually be carried out by a single person, the
appeal of being able to share virtual experiences with multiple users simultaneously and
provide a unique infrastructure for teamwork may emerge [19]. Mainstream VR projection
systems, such as the VR dome and VR Cave, have proven to be useful learning tools to help
strengthen the interaction between participants by providing immersive sensations, as well
as reducing per capita training costs for multiple trainees [20,21].

One of the technical difficulties of VR projection systems lies in the overall coverage of
the customized space and the synchronization of the different images projected by multiple
projectors [22]. The most common way of projection on a large screen is to arrange the
projectors in a fixed manner, either vertically, horizontally, or in rings, and to blend the
borderlines of each projection [21,23]. In addition to ensuring full coverage, overlaying
multiple projections can also enhance display resolution for a more immersive experience.
The vast majority implement multiscreen synchronization to work, simply configuring an
operating system to control a single projector, and considering one as a server to consolidate
clients’ deployment [24–27]. To simplify the complexity, based on previous studies, we
proposed a new VR projection-based multidisplay system, iwDome (immersive wide
Dome), combining VR dome and VR cylinder, using an improved network framework for
one PC and multiple projectors.

2.3. Role-Playing and Teamwork

Role-playing can serve as an excellent model to facilitate visual teaching in virtual
environments and enhance interaction and engagement among participants [28], while
teamwork discourses have a direct impact on how members react [29]. In a series of works,
role-playing has been proven to be helpful in understanding learning points and fostering
responsibilities more directly [30,31]. Teams’ achievements can far exceed individual
stacking, and each member will gain more [32], that is, effective role-playing and teamwork
can contribute to the quality of disaster training.

The most common method for role-playing is to assign a specific role to every par-
ticipant [1,33,34]. However, for a large number of trainees in a VR environment, this is
not easy to achieve due to time and venue constraints. Given this, we proposed a team-
based role-playing approach that allows for both role-playing as well as intra-team and
inter-team cooperation.

3. The Multidisplay and Role-Playing Based Training System

In the current study, when designing the VR system for disaster training, several
special concerns were addressed. In particular, the study aimed to develop a system that
does not focus on entertainment but on the propagation of safety information and is suitable
for team-based role-playing. Thus, both VR projection-based multidisplay systems and
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HMDs were selected to build an immersive virtual environment, wherein the multidisplay
system was dedicated to the representation of the overall training effect, while the HMD
reflected each intra-team training session.

3.1. The Design of iwDome

The promise of immersive training with the VR multidisplay system and HMD com-
bined systems is that they are both fun and real, providing immediate feedback, and
enabling groups of users to share or experience a realistic environment without completely
separating all participants from the real world [35,36]. Compared to cube-like systems
such as VR Cave, both VR dome and cylinder can provide more interaction space [36], and
the avoidance of corners and edges in the structure can also confirm the non-distortion of
perception [37]. Our work is based on [21,26], which arranges projections into shapes of
3D space and overlaps the edges of adjacent projections. Subsequently, the server–client
network method synchronizes the multiscreen display. In general, generic multidisplay
building approaches do not leverage the fact that, ultimately, utilizing available space can
expand the accommodation capacity.

For the purpose and feasibility of conducting a specialized disaster safety training
system, we did not adopt the full 360-degree spatial model, but only built half to display
the VR content, leaving the rest for audience hosting and other functional configurations.
Figure 1 shows the schematic layout diagram and specifications of the iwDome system.
To avoid scattering the entire image, six projectors with edge-blending functionality [38]
were positioned vertically and in cross-projection, four for the upper dome and two for
the bottom cylinder, which all connected to their respective Win 10 operating systems
by connecting hubs. It is worth mentioning that we only used two operating systems to
configure a total of six projectors.
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The physical appearance of the iwDome system is depicted in Figure 2a, and its
edge was marked manually for easy viewing. The six black boxes correspond to a set of
projectors, vertically mounted at the ends of the large screen, with a group of three. The
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edge-blending method for overlapping the output edges is shown in Figure 2b; the matrix
edge overlap feature kept the brightness consistency of the overlap and the rest. We set
different positions and angles for the projectors, as well as the viewport rectangles, and
adjusted the projection scopes as part of the 3D display, as shown in Figure 3, where a–d
are the upper-left to lower-right projection views of the upper dome, e and f are the left
and right projection views of the bottom cylinder, and g shows the composite output.

Figure 2. Appearance of projectors and display system.
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Elements that can cause multiscreen synchronization delays in scenario-based disaster
training include scene conversion, animation, and video playback. The server’s role in
the synchronization network is primarily the processing of messages received from input
devices connected to clients and distributing results and commands. Excessive reliance on
the server reduces the computing speed and performance of the system, thus affecting the
experience. Loading large assets into virtual scenarios can also consume large amounts
of resources. Considering this, we adopted the Unet technology due to its ease of use and
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maintenance advantages [39,40]. Only when the server receives requests from all clients
will the command be processed, and the clients will execute their own response, as shown
in Figure 4. The implementation involves configuring one of the operating systems as a
host, a combination of server and client, and others as secondary clients, and the display
on the clients will only change if the server emits a command. Each step in the calculation
is performed by the client themselves, such as invoking certain models during execution,
which can not only lighten the load on the server but also lower sync latency. To this end, we
preloaded large models or videos into memory prior to network communication to reduce
potential latency problems between different clients due to different processor processing
capabilities. The proposed mechanism for sharing the same code set of host and other
clients allows for the rapid testing of synchronization issues for non-large LAN projects.
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3.2. Role-Based Team Training

Role-playing is an interactive way to enhance VR disaster training, which has been
proven to be a more preferable and sustainable response in emergency training [41]. Instead
of using the traditional VR role-playing methods that emphasize role manipulation by a
single player, we propose assigning roles to teams to simulate different sectors of disaster
safety management. This not only ensures collaboration across roles, but also supports
internal communication within the same team, that is, in disaster training, we aim to train
individual responsiveness and teamwork skills.

Taking the virtual school earthquake scenario as an example, the roles of students,
lecturer, principal, health teacher, and PE teacher can be randomly assigned to different
teams, corresponding to the responsibilities of self-protection, personnel evacuation, overall
organization, rescue, and logistical support in the disaster safety management system, as
shown in Figure 5. At first, different roles are set in different initial places, such as a
classroom or corridor, with the common goal of taking refuge in the playground. During
the training, violent shaking, falling objects, fires, injuries, disappearances, and other
emergencies may occur, requiring each team to properly decide how its role should react,
cooperate, or guide other roles. Training results are expressed in survival rates, with
five monitors to show the training progress of each team, while the corresponding role is
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controlled by a team representative wearing the HMD, and the iwDome system is used to
show global progression and survival.
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Figure 5. Relationships between roles in school disaster scenario.

To realize synchronization between teams and the iwDome system, each subsystem
must be embedded as a client in the network structure, as shown in Figure 6. Given
that PCVR can not only deliver the best user experience but also synchronize the display
to a connected monitor, it is selected as the appropriate HMD suitable for collaboration
within the team. Takashi Komura [42] proposed a similar role-playing-based disaster
training approach for teams, but the use of a large map and imagination prevented a
realistic experience.
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4. User Study

The system proposed is intended to improve user satisfaction and general user motiva-
tion for VR-based disaster training programs. To continuously refine the proposed disaster
training schema, a user study of the school earthquake training course was developed,
which took the feedback data from a total of 11 period quizzes and user experience surveys.
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4.1. Participants

Participants could voluntarily apply through the official website, limited to civil
servants or staff involved in disaster relief management, with a maximum of 30 people per
period. Most of them were in their 40s and 50s and concerned themselves more with the
dissemination of skills than with entertainment. Of a total of 231 participants, 199 samples
were retained after excluding those who failed to complete the quiz or survey, with a
male-to-female ratio of approximately 4:1.

4.2. Training Procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to five teams and, after a brief introduction to
the training system, a pre-quiz was given to measure the baseline level of their earthquake
safety knowledge. Next, one representative from each team was selected to enter the
virtual world wearing both the HMD and haptic devices [43], and then, the other members
observed the same view via the connected monitors and iwDome. Participants were
expected to work with intra-team and inter-team members to complete the refuge, and
collaboration between teams depended on the relationships between roles, for example,
the student role required guidance from the teacher’s role before taking action. Afterward,
a post-quiz and user experience survey were conducted to assess the training performance.
Figure 7 illustrates the steps involved in training.
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4.3. Experimental Results

The quizzes used to measure the participants’ disaster management capabilities were
developed based on the knowledge intended to be conveyed by the training schema
created by the disaster safety education experts. It was expressed in centesimal grades
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and consisted of 24 single-choice questions, with two to five options each, and was set
to 4 or 5 points. The average scores of the pre- and post-quiz for each period are plotted
in the histogram of Figure 8, and the two dashed lines indicate the mean values of all
periods. The results show that the average rating after the VR-based disaster safety training
was generally increased by about 20–25 points, demonstrating that the proposed training
schema facilitates the dissemination of knowledge on disaster management.
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Figure 8. Histogram of assessment results.

The control group came from a PPT and video-based training program that was
disengaged from the VR-based training and was provided by the quiz design experts.
A total of 60 participants enrolled in the study, and by incorporating the maximum and
minimum scores into the linear congruential generator algorithm [44], we augmented the
data to 199, the same number in the experimental group. The results reveal that, as shown
in Figure 9, the experimental group was on average about 5 points higher than the control
group, and a smaller deviation suggests that VR-based training may be less susceptible to
objective factors such as attention.
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4.4. User Experience Survey Results

The user experience survey required participants to demonstrate their satisfaction with
iwDome and the role-based team training in several aspects: EE (educational effectiveness),
EU (ease of use), MS (motion sickness), and SI (scenario immersion), of which, EE asked
participants to rank how helpful the gained knowledge was in their daily work; EU asked
for an estimate of how easily the system is understandable; MS asked participants to assess
motion sickness; and the realism and immersion involved in the virtual scenario were
required to be ranked for SI. Each item could be ranked from 1 to 5, with 5 indicating the
highest positive level.

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the survey results, and Figure 11 gives the average
age of participants in each training period. The results reveal that younger participants
are less sensitive to the motion of sickness but require higher levels of immersion and
enjoyment in the virtual experience. Given that motion sickness and scenario immersion
are key factors in investigating the rational design of a VR system, further validation of the
effects derived from age is warranted. Table 1 shows a significant negative correlation of
age with SM and a positive correlation with SI. Therefore, future optimization can consider
the applicability of different age groups. In the final open-ended part of the survey, some
participants reflected that haptic devices and team interactions throughout the experience
contributed to an increased sense of engagement. Some argued that educational time should
be extended to cover different roles and types of disasters. However, some responded that
the lack of sound insulation between teams sometimes affected the exchange of opinions,
and some were hoping that the iwDome system could be further developed to completely
replace the use of monitors.
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Table 1. Correlations: age and SM, SI.

AGE SM SI

AGE

Pearson
Correlation 1 −0.725 ** 0.740 **

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.000
N 199 199 199

SM

Pearson
Correlation −0.725 ** 1 −0.720 **

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.000
N 199 199 199

SI

Pearson
Correlation 0.740 ** −0.720 ** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.000
N 199 199 199

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

5. Conclusions

Disaster safety training comes in many forms, from theory to on-site practice, but
the most basic common goal is to raise awareness about disasters, especially for children
and adolescents. VR applications provide the means to translate theory into reality and to
develop disaster safety skills in a secure environment. However, a comprehensive disaster
safety management system requires cooperation and coordination between different sectors
and roles. Therefore, this paper puts forward the schema of role-playing and team training
in the VR system.

To realize team-based virtual training, we propose the iwDome system to achieve the
global presentation of training results. The advantages of combining the traditional VR
dome with a cylinder can simultaneously guarantee the lower distortion of images and a
large enough space. A Unet-technology-based network was built to optimize the previous
one-to-one configuration of the projector and PC to multiple-to-one. Both iwDome and
HMDs contributed to the implementation of team-based role training, and the user study
suggested that immersive VR systems with intra-team and inter-team interactions show
significant improvements in training quality over tedious PPT- or video-based methods.
The study also indicates that age influences feedback on engagement in perception and
motion sickness. Therefore, targeted grouping methods and disaster scenario designs
might be needed to improve the system flexibility on VR intensity and realism for different
age groups.

The current iwDome system was only used to present the global collaborative training
results and did not fully encapsulate every team scene, mainly depending on the limitation
of venue, resolution, and visual comfort for all participants. The inclusion of all scenes on a
large VR screen means greater capacity, as displaying more content in a small area means
resolution is sacrificed. How to present a large screen to all participants seated in designed
positions with a comfortable perspective is another issue to consider. Furthermore, a valid-
ity assessment of the learning benefits of iwDome versus other VR systems may be needed
in future studies. A post hoc retention rate of disaster safety knowledge due to the schema
in comparison with other traditional training techniques also requires further investigation.

People are often overwhelmed by unpredictable disasters, and disaster safety training
helps to raise awareness of disaster response skills. The acquisition of theoretical knowledge
is often boring and lacks empathy, whereas on-site practice is limited by the potential
hazards and singularity. In recent years, VR technology has become more widely promoted
with the diffusion of COVID-19. Beyond individual-focused VR disaster simulators, there
are very few disaster safety training programs available which incorporate teamwork.
The proposed VR multidisplay system and team-based role-playing schema provide a
reference for research in this field and expand VR-based disaster safety training for adults.
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The findings demonstrate significant progress in strengthening disaster safety training for
disaster managers.
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